SUBMISSIONS FLOW CHART

I want to participate

I want to contribute to the conference

I have material to present

I just want to attend the conference

Register

Volunteer

I want to show how we created this
material and/or talk about it

I just want to show it

I want to show a real-time
demo on a big stage

Real-Time Live!

I want to show it in written form

Posters

I want to describe the stages of
production with impressive visuals

Production Sessions

I want people to create something
with it or do a hands-on class

SIGGRAPH Labs
(formerly Studio)

It is highly technical with
scientific depth

Technical Papers

I have new hardware, an installation,
or software that is still in development

Emerging Technologies

We have assembled a group of
experts in this topic and want to
share their experiences

Panels

I have a collection of material that
has been presented before, but
people could learn from it

Courses

This is an emerging field and we want
some participation from the audience
to share their experiences

Birds Of A Feather

It best described as VR/AR/MR
that needs an HMD to experience it

It is about a theory or
method of digital art

Art Papers

I want to teach students about
Computer Graphics

Groovy Graphics
Assignments

I want to showcase my app

Appy Hour

It is an animation

Electronic Theater

Doctoral Consortium

It is an art piece that would be
best shown in an Art Gallery

Art Gallery

It IS a short
form narrative

VR Theater

It is NOT a short
form narrative

Immersive
Pavilion

Is it a short form narrative?

It is about my Ph.D. or Thesis
Thesis Fast Forward

It is about how I created a tool

It is about how I did a visual effect
in a film, game, or other media
It is about how I did
something in a game
Talks
It is about how I did
something in a movie
It is about how I did some
scientific visualization

It is not any of the above, but I
still want to talk about it.

